Some new inequalities for functions whose second derivatives in absolute value at certain powers are s-convex in the second sense are established. Two mistakes in a recently published paper are pointed out and corrected.
Introduction
It is well known that a function f : I → R, ∅ = I ⊂ R is called convex if
holds for all x, y ∈ I and λ ∈ [, ]. If -f : I → R is convex, then we say that f : I → R is concave.
In [] , the class of s-convex function in the second sense is defined in the following way: a function f : [, ∞) → R is said to be s-convex in the second sense if Along this paper, we consider a real interval I ⊂ R and denote that I
• is the interior of I.
In a recent paper [], Özdemir et al. proved the following inequalities for functions
whose second derivatives in absolute value at certain powers are s-convex in the second sense. 
However, it is a pity that Theorem  in [] is not valid since nonnegative |f | q could not be an s-concave function for any fixed s ∈ (, ) which has been mentioned in [] , and it is the Hölder inequality but not the power mean inequality that has been used in proving
In this work, we will first derive a new general inequality for functions whose second derivatives in absolute value at certain powers are s-convex in the second sense, which not only provides generalization of Theorem  and Theorem  but also gives some other interesting special results. Then we establish another new general inequality for functions whose second derivatives in absolute value at certain powers are s-convex in the second sense, which also gives some interesting special results. Finally, applications to some special means of real numbers are considered.
Main results
We first provide a new general inequality for functions whose second derivatives in absolute value at certain powers are s-convex in the second sense, and so we need the following lemma.
Lemma 
, where a, b ∈ I with a < b. Then, for any θ ∈ [, ], the following equality holds:
Proof Integrating by parts, we have the following identity:
Using the change of variable x = t a+b  + ( -t)a for t ∈ [, ] and multiplying both sides of () by
, we obtain
Similarly, we observe that
Thus, adding () and (), we get the required identity (). 
, by Lemma  and using the Hölder inequality, we have
(s + )(s + )(s + ) .
In case   ≤ θ ≤ , by Lemma  and using the Hölder inequality, we have
The proof is thus completed.
Remark  If we take θ =  in (), then we get a midpoint type inequality
If we take θ =  in (), then we get a trapezoid type inequality
If we take θ =   in (), then we get a Simpson type inequality
If we take θ =   in () or (), then we get an averaged midpoint-trapezoid type inequality 
Proof Inequalities () and () are immediate by setting q =  in () and () of Theorem .
Remark  If we take θ =  in (), then we get a midpoint type inequality
If we take θ =  in (), then we get a trapezoid type inequality
If we take θ =   in (), then we get a Simpson type inequality
If we take θ =   in () or (), then we get an averaged midpoint-trapezoid type inequality
Remark  If we further take s =  in ()-(), i.e., for functions f with convex |f |, we have
Obviously, ()-() indicate that the Simpson type inequality has the best error estimation for functions f with convex |f |. Now we turn to establish another new general inequality for functions whose second derivatives in absolute value at certain powers are s-convex in the second sense, we need the following lemma.
where
Proof See, e.g., Lemma  in [] . 
, by Lemma  and using the Hölder inequality, we have 
